Further correspondence from

From: Harry Wait
To: mgableman@yahoo.com
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021, 02:02 PM CDT

Mike, I received the following additional correspondence from Ramthun's office:

Very good. Let Mike know that all we are looking for is for him to say something like "he doesn't have the resources to do a forensic audit." Or something along those lines.

We've got the cyber ninja team on hold, and we can move to get things done if we can get Tim and Mike talking.

No finger pointing, just a public statement that we have the team ready, whose on board, who's not. Before all the people so it's transparent.

We want to show that we are not trying to step on Mike's toes... just trying to help.

it gives us the green light to move forward.

Tell mike that all we need is for him to say he doesn't have the resources/capabilities to preform that kind of audit.

It won't put any pressure on him, and

Also that we are not really knowing what happened between him and Brandtjen... but we have a very serious action plan to help him.